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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DTAC Acquires Mail.dat® & Mail.XML™
Specifications From Idealliance
Alexandria, VA & Washington, DC (July 8, 2020) – Delivery Technology Advocacy Council (DTAC) and
Idealliance announce that they have entered into a Purchase and Transfer Agreement for Mail.dat® and
Mail.XML™. The specifications along with related User License Code program and all intellectual
property, effectively immediately, will be owned and operated by DTAC.
Mail.dat and Mail.XML have become the mailing industry standard—developed in cooperation with the
mail industry supply chain partners and the U.S. Postal Service—for effective communication for
efficient processing and entry of mail across list processing, production, mailing services, and the U.S.
Postal Service.
The development of Mail.dat was in close collaboration with the US Postal Service and began in 1995.
Today the industry is operating on Version 19-1. Mail.dat is a relational database of “connected” files
describing each characteristic that can exist within a mailing. By sharing comprehensive data readily,
recipients and/or end-users can accept data, interpret the data for their own purposes and benefit from
the resulting information.
Mail.XML™ can be viewed as an extension of Mail.dat in an XML, Web Services format. Mail.XML was
developed in close collaboration with the US Postal Service and was first published in 2005. Today the
industry is operating on Version 23.
“Idealliance is pleased to partner with DTAC for the sale and transfer of Mail.dat and Mail.XML to
DTAC,” said Dick Ryan, Idealliance Acting CEO. “Over the past few months Idealliance has streamlined its
broad portfolio to focus its work on standards and training for the graphic communications supply chain
and production workflow. Idealliance will continue to work in the mailing industry arena through its mail
preparation and entry training program, MailPro® with an updated and expanded version to be released
in the fall.”
Under the July 8, 2020 sales agreement, DTAC purchased all versions of the Mail.dat and Mail.XML
specification standards and related communication codes and the Mail.dat User License Code program,
Domain Names, and the Mumma Award (an annual award conferred on industry professionals who
exemplify excellence in supply chain communications and collaboration and create a more competitive
and efficient total mail supply chain). Bob Schimek, Mail.dat/XML Specifications Working Group Chair

and Postal Affairs Director for Quad said, “The twenty-five-year history of Mail.dat from Graphic
Communications to Idealliance to DTAC continues the development of an open standard created by and
for the mailing industry. Look to the newest version of Mail.dat and Mail.XML to be published in
September.”
"Our agreement with Idealliance will ensure that the mailing industry will be able to rely on the open
availability of the Mail.dat and Mail.XML specifications as delivery technology continually evolves," said
DTAC spokesperson Michael Plunkett.
ABOUT DTAC
Delivery Technology Advocacy Council (DTAC) was formed in 2020 by leaders in the mailing and shipping industry who
recognized the increasing importance of technology in delivery services and postal operations. DTAC manages and publishes
the Mail.dat and Mail.XML Specifications. www.delivery-tech.org
ABOUT IDEALLIANCE
Idealliance is a global graphic communications industry non-profit association with twelve (12) strategically located offices
around the world. Idealliance serves brands, OEMs, service providers in print and packaging, content and media creators,
creative agencies and design teams, material suppliers, and technology developers. We do our work through Standards
Innovation, Workflow Integration, Technical Research, and Certification and Training. We serve as a Global Connector for
brands, print buyers, service providers, and OEMs through Brand and Facility Auditing Programs and Consulting and the world’s
foremost certifying organization for competencies, systems, and facilities. Join us to create the future of our industry at
www.idealliance.org.
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